
Rain Cloud Gravity ART and SCIENCE: 
Using paper, cotton balls, glue, water, food coloring or water color paints and a dropper you can make a 
beautiful picture of clouds and rain. Glue cotton balls to the top of a piece of paper. Mix water and food 
coloring or water and water color paints in a bowl or cup. Use a dropper of some sort, a zip lock bag with 
a hole or even just a paint brush or paper towel to drip the colored water below the clouds. Be sure you are 
holding the paper vertical on a clipboard or easel to see the “rain” drip down the paper. You can dampen 
the cotton balls with the colored water if you’d like. The “clouds” will absorb the water and you can  
carefully squeeze them to make the rain drip down your paper.

Toddler Option:
This project could be done without cotton balls or simply drip the colored water onto your paper 
with the paper lying flat. You could examine rain drops and how they look when they splat instead 
of drip down the paper.

Will the Wind Move It SCIENCE:
You can use the included resource or create your own chart. Using different materials, make a Yes or No  
chart on whether or not the wind will move your objects. Guess first on how you think the object will respond 
to wind and then test it out. Some object ideas would be, a leaf, a feather, a pencil, a straw, a stick, a piece 
of paper, a rock, a button, a bear, a crayon, a shell, and a clip. Look around your home and yard and see what 
you can find. You could wait for a windy day to do complete your chart or you could use a fan or your own 
forced air from your mouth as your wind source.

Cloud Writing LITERACY:
Using shaving cream in a shallow pan, squeeze the shaving cream from a can. Use a tool to smooth out. 
Children can use their fingers to make letters, their name or words in the clouds. They can smooth out the 
shaving cream and start again as much as they’d like. You can do this activity with many different materials 
including rice (hail), sand (sand storm), sugar or flour (snow), bread crumbs (bread storm?) You get the idea!

Toddler Option:
Adults can help children make lines, straight and curvy in the shaving cream. Adults can make  
letters, talk about sounds with toddlers. 

ACTIVITIES & RESOURCES  
FOR CHILDREN 

Week of 5/11-5/15

THEME: What’s the Weather? 

Hello! Enjoy this week’s materials around spring time and the weather!  
We hope you’re having fun using these ideas and materials at home. This is just a  
guide – mix and match in any way you like or make substitutions when needed!
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Puddle Jumping PHYSICAL ACTIVITY: 
You could play this game outside or inside. Outside on pavement you can use chalk to make up to  
10 puddles and put a number in each puddle. Play music and stop music. When the music stops, stand on  
a puddle. Whatever number is on the puddle, the person has to do that many jumps. They could be quiet, 
soft jumps or loud, stomping jumps. Maybe jump on one foot or two. Maybe add a wiggle or a twist.  
The person controlling the music can decide. You could play this inside using blue pieces of paper  
as your puddles. Put a number on the paper and play the same way.

SENSORY and MATH Weather Bin:
Find different materials in your home and outside to make a weather sensory bin. Use pipe cleaner to  
make zig zags of lightning. Cotton balls for clouds. Blue jewels for rain, or find and paint small rocks or  
rice blue to use as rain. Paint rocks black with yellow spots for the night sky. Use popcorn kernels as  
stars. Be creative! Roll a dice and find that number of lightning bolts from your bin or roll and count  
out 3 cups of sky.  

Toddler Option: 
Create this bin for your toddlers and let them explore. Talk about the objects in the bin and what 
they are.

5 DAY FORECAST:
Use the resources or make your own weather forecast for the week. Will it rain? Maybe several days of 
sunshine! You get to be the meteorologist for the week!  

Toddler Option: 
Write down your toddler’s weather predictions. Have fun waiting each day to see if their prediction 
was correct!

SUNSHINE MATH:
Use a paper plate. Color or paint it yellow. Write numbers 1-10 around the outside. Using orange, yellow or 
any paper you have, cut out 10 triangles and write numbers 1-10 on the triangles. Glue, tape or staple the 
triangles or “sun rays” where they match up on your paper plate or “sun”!  

Toddler Option: 
Create the sun without numbers.

PRESCHOOL & FULL DAY  
CHILD CARE CURRICULUM 

Week of 5/11-5/15
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